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BY C. A. FENNER 

T was early in January when I left for the Bridge River Valley. My 
destination was only I I o miles due north of Vancouver, but the 
circuitous approach took some seventeen hours and provided a feast 

of incredib~y beautiful mountain scenery, boat, rail and road travel, each 
adding its share and variety. 

Of the valley itself I had learned little, except that it lay within the 
Coastal Range of British Columbia that huge mountainous area some 
goo miles long and up to I so miles vvide. 

I went unprepared for serious mountaineering, but no place could 
have stimulated my climbing appetite more effectively. The valley 
was surrounded by peaks of up to Io,ooo ft., all very impressive under 
their winter mantle of snow in the bright, calm, sub-zero weather. It 
was indeed a climber's paradise, and I immediately began to formulate 
plans for week-end exploration. Maps of the area were meagre and 
some sections appeared to be unmapped, if not entirely unexplored. 

A few days after my arrival I was detailed as escort for a stretcher 
case, a serious logging casualty. This necessitated a return to Van
couver for two days, a fortuitous circumstance (for me), as it enabled 
me to collect my climbing gear and I took back with me spare rope, 
ice-axes, and even boots, in the hope that I would find climbing com
panions in the district. More than four months elapsed, however, 
before this materialised. 

Meanwhile, I made minor expeditions at the week-end, struggling 
up for a thousand feet or so through powder snow and bush to rocky 
bluffs and points of vantage from which to view more effectively the 
country around me. Sometimes these little climbs were made in 
temperatures as low as 25° below zero F. 

The Bridge River Valley is primarily a gold mining district. It has 
no access to the outside world except via the Pacific Great Eastern 
Railway (the P.G.E.), sometimes known affectionately as the Please Go 
Easy, and the odd prospectors' or pack trail. The valley road, some 
50 to 6o miles in extent, begins at a point on the P.G.E. and ends at 
Pioneer, an active mining centre. It was from this road that I made 
my early winter explorations. 

As might be expected, prospecting is very extensive and it is said 
that the peaks surrounding the valley are nearly all named after pro
spectors vvho have, at some time, explored their lower slopes, but rarely 
attained their summits. One such peak was Mount Sloan, the most 
impressive to be seen from the western end of the valley and one of the 
highest points in the district. It was in full view of my cabin where, 
from March onwards, I worked and lived at the site of a new dam near 
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Gold bridge, a small community at the confluence of the Bridge ·and 
Hurley Rivers. The elevation at Goldbridge is approximately zooo ft. 

There were few days during the six months I was at the Dam when 
Mount Sloan was rtot visible, and this fascinating peak, with its forbid
ding North-east ridge and steep East and West faces, quickly became 
my main objective for the summer. 

The area in which it stood, bet\veen the Bridge and Hurley Rivers, 
was unmapped, and local enquiries brought little information on it. 
I learned, however, that a Forest Ranger's fire look-out had been 
maintained for some years on Green Mountain, a nearer and lower 
summit, to which there was a trail. For two years this look-out had 
not been manned, but the cabin seemed to offer a good jumping off 
point for Mount Sloan, and the trail ' a means of escaping :much of the 
bush. 

This ' bush ' (an important word in the nomenclature of the would
be climber in Western Canada) provides a tantalising and demoralising 
obstruction to every expedition to the higher altitudes. In fact, it is a 
major problem in any mountain expedition in British Columbia. 

The valley is verging on the dry belt of the Interior, hence an ex
cellent climate and a less obnoxious bush than is found on the wetter 
slopes nearer the coast, the more notorious species of undergrowth such 
as Devil's Club, Potson Ivy, Thorn and Slide Alder being largely 
absent. My first lessons in the bush were costly in time, energy and 
pride. Short explorations at the ~ower levels soon showed me the 
need for strong clothing and for a temperament not allergic to an 
enclosed environment, for Bush Whacking, as it is so aptly termed, 
gives one at first a feeling of fighting outwards or upwards towards the 
light. It necessitates developing a fresh direction sense, for distant 
landmarks are rare and there is little relation to finding one's way 
through cloud on the open hills. However, conditions improve as one 
approaches timberline, the highest growth level of bush, which in this 
district is fairly consistent at around 6 soo ft." 

My first attempt to reach the higher altitudes was made on April 17, 
Mount Truax, 9450 ft., to the east of Goldbridge, seemed to offer~ a 
fairly safe ascent to try on my own so early in the year. As a climb it 
presented little of interest, being just a bold, rather featureless mass to 
which rose a number of gentle rounded ridges. The snow had mostly 
gone from the valley, but deep patches remained in hollows in the bush, 
and above timberline only the really steep rock faces showed signs of 
clearing. 

No companions were forthcoming, and I left alone soon after dawn. 
Though only two miles in planned distance to the foot of a convenient 
ridge, five hours had passed before I had gained any noticeable height. 
To avoid a long detour to the nearest trail, I had taken a short cut with 
disastrous results to my timing. Creeks, lakes, soft sno,w and thick 
bush combined to provide a veritable maze. Only occasional glimpses 
of the ~pper slopes of Mount Truax gave a check to my position. 

Whilst skirting a large lake, I had my first experience of bush on 
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boulder-scree a most unpleasant combination. An overgrown trail, 
ending at a disused prospector's shack, gave me my .first substantial 
upward trend, and above this more open bush, less snow, and an easy 
slope enabled me to reach approximately the 6ooo ft. level by I- P .M. 

Whilst struggling, often up to my waist through more soft snow along 
the edge of a great bowl-like scoop, I suddenly found myself on a 
narrow belt of hard wind-cr~st running across the top of a very steep 
exposed gully. This seemed to confirm my theory that above timber
line I would find hard snow on parts exposed to the wind for any 
length of time. Local opinion had not agreed with this. It was said 
that powder snow would be found everywhere, and that any suggestion 
of attempting mountain ascents before midsummer was crazy. In any 
case, few believed a mountain was climbed for climbing's sake. Any 
such proposal merely hid a ' cagey ' prospector and my ice axe was taken 
for a new form of rock-pick. 

A ridge to the left of the scoop finally took me beyond timber line and 
firmer snow led up a steepish bluff to an easier angle and an unbroken 
slope that rose monotonously upwards. The exhilaration of the 
freer and more rapid movement on hard snow helped rrie for perhaps 
another Iooo ft. and I was left with no doubt as to the feasibility of 
completing the ascent had not time and my condition dictated a return. 

The exhausting struggles with the snow in the bush had told on me, 
and at 4.40 p·.m. I turned back more than thankfully at an elevation I 
judged to be roughly 8ooo ft. The weather was dull, but the cloud 
ceiling high, and to the south and west had opened a fine panorama. 
It was my first elevated view of Mount Sloan and of Mounts Penrose 

· and Dickson, and the apparently unending waves of peaks beyond. 
However, now I had little interest in the scenery ; suddenly my desire 
was to be off the mountain. Perhaps I was more tired than I realised, 
and the possibility of an encounter with a grizzly was never far from 
my mind. Certainly it gave impetus to my tired muscles that evening. 

This was notorious grizzly country, and local lore had many stories 
of tragic encounters, narrow escapes and bears that no bullet would 
stop. I tried to place my faith in the opinions of the old-timers, two 
in particular, who had prospected in these mountains for many years 
and never carried a gun. During the many hours I spent in the bush, 
at night and during the day, I attempted to console myself with these 
opinions not always \Vith success. 

My next climb a ·'veek later was on Mount Penrose, 8620 ft., which 
is the most accessible mountain in the neighbourhood, having a road 
leading to Gun Lake at its base at the 3000 ft. level. It had been 
ascended a number of times before, mainly by visitors to the district, 

. but always in the late summer when free of snow . 
A young hunting guide, James Keir, expressed a wish to climb with 

me, as he had never been to the summit of this peak, although he lived 
at Gun Lake. The climb was memorable for the contrast between the 
exhausting struggle in continuous soft snow through steep bush to 
timberline, and the ice-hard snow on the ridge. We took the South 
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ridge, which had an easier angle, and appeared to be less broken than the 
East ridge. The day was dull and cold, with a tendency to snow. 
The ridge was in cloud, and on reaching it we had to face a terrific side 
wind from the west with visibility of less than zoo ft. It was fortunate 
that I had had a good view of the ridge from a high point in the bush a 
few days earlier, or I might have been tempted to turn back under these 
conditions. From a distance it had appeared no more than a walk with 
perhaps an occasional scramble on the final I soo ft., but now ice-axes 
and rope came into full use as a safeguard against being blown over the 
edge. In a number of places steps had to be cut, but nowhere did the 
angle offer any difficulties. 

The hard snow continued on the crest of the ridge to the summit, 
with ocpasional ice-glazed rocks showing through it, and for much of the 
way there were minor cornices on the leeward side. The high \¥ind, 
the stinging snowdrift it brought with it, and the intense cold brought 

· back memories of a pre-war ascent of the Glittertind in Norway. In 
many ways the ascents were similar. We spent no more time on the 
summit platform than was necessary for each in turn to crawl on a 
tight rope to the far edge and glance over. Almost vertical drops into 
the mist on three sides left little doubt that we had made the only 
possible approach under the conditions prevailing. 

Many of the steps cut on our ascent were smothered by snowdrift and, 
on the return, had to be cleared or new ones made ; but step cutting 
seemed to do little to stimulate warmth, and I have rarely been so cold 

• on a mountain. 
Though our descent was rapid and uneventful, the climb as a whole 

had totalled just twelve hours. Keir proved an excellent companion 
in the hills, but fishing parties occupied much of his time during the 
summer and our free V\reek-ends failed to coincide again, though it was 
his ambition to attempt Mount Sloan with me. 

It was still too early for major climbs, but I spent the week-end of 
May 7 and 8 at Pioneer, and it seemed an opportunity for a little 
exploration from there. I had no difficulty in persuading my host, a 
young mining engineer, to join me in an attempt on Mount Ferguson, a 
peak of Bsoo ft., rising immed~ately to the north-east of the small town. 

It was perfect weather quite hot and \¥e both suffered somewhat 
from sunburn. Our route being on a southern slope it was compara
tively free of snow and the bush was very open in fact the easiest I 
have encountered in British Columbia ; at no point did we meet with 
more than a scramble on the rocks or a snow slope that needed more 
than a boot to make a step. Almost from the start we \¥ere able to 
enjoy magnificent views of the practically unknown country to the 
south beyond Pioneer. 

The summit permitted a good view to the north of Mounts Truax, 
Williams and Bobb, all rather featureless high points in the same great 
mountain mass. This area has been and still is the scene of much 
prospecting activity, but has far less to recommend it from a climbing 
angle than the country to the south and west. 

• 
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At about this time a number of senior engineering students, working 
their summer vacation at the Dam, began to take an interest in my 
climbing. They joined me in climbing local rock faces which I had 
explored. These rocks were mostly of a rather friable diorite, but two 
had buttresses of greenstone, w}:lich offered reasonable practice. One 
of these students, Giles Tanner, accompanied me on a second ascent of 
Mount Penrose on June 25. This time we took the East ridge, a more 
varied and interesting route involving some rock climbing and a little 
snow work. We had a cloudless sky, much of the snow had gone from 
the more exposed parts, and even the bush was showing a different 
face, for flowers were appearing in the less dense parts. On the summit, 
which we reached by traversing across to the South ridge, some 200ft. 
below, we sat and read accounts of previous ascents contained in a tin 
in the cairn. The smoke. from our cigarettes drifted lazily around our 
heads, and it was difficult to believe this to be the same spot I had 
crawled across a few weeks earlier. As we sat, we planned an attack on 
Mount Dickson, 9250 ft., a massive-looking peak to the north-west, 
but gave too much attention to the peak itself and too little thought to 
the approach, as we found to our cost when we first made the attempt. 

Our descent, after following the South ridge for a few hundred 
feet, continued in a magnificent glissade on the great sweep of snow 
lying in the declivity between the East and South ridges. w ·e dropped 
some 4000 ft. in a few minutes, and finished by the creek not a thousand 
feet above the lake, the easy angle of the last few hundred feet of snow 
requiring a skating rather than a glissading movement. 

Minor expeditions and rock climbing in the evenings helped me to 
learn more of my future companions, but nearly a month elapsed before 
Tanner and I were able to turn our Mount Dickson plan into action. 
Tom Waldon, another student, joined us and by I I .o A.M. on July 3, 
after a very early start, we had reached a wide shallow valley lying to the 
north and parallel to the East ridge of Mount Penrose. The impression 
of shallowness was produced by the low ridge running along the north 
side of the valley ; on the south it was bounded by cliffs as much as 
1500 ft. high dropping from the Mount Penrose ridge. 

It was an approach to Mount Dickson we had conceived the previous 
week from the summit of Mount Penrose. To reach this valley, we 
had had a 4~ hour battle with the bush whilst following a creek from 
midway along Gun Lake to timberline. Just beyond timberline were 
some attractive falls where the creek tumbled down a zoo ft . rock wall; 
this wall was, as it were, a large step to the valley. Once over the 
terminal moraine, which blocked the valley above the falls, we saw 
ahead of us a prominent peak which we immediately assumed to be 
Mount Dickson. It resembled that peak in general shape, and we 
were now seeing it from a different angle. We made towards it, plod
ding for an hour under a hot sun in what appeared to be the remains of 
winter snow. The valley was definitely of glacial origin, but only the 
remnants of the glacier still clung to the huge cliffs on our left; exten-· 
sive lateral moraines bounded the low ridge to the right . 

• 
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The summit of Mount Penrose was hidden from us by the. cliffs, 
from which came intermittent rock falls forcing us to keep well towards 
the moraines on our right. These cliffs continued round in a slight 
sweep towards our objective, forming the wall of a ridge which joined 
that peak and Mount Penrose. My suspicions were aroused as we 
approached a rooo ft. steep tongue of snow sheltering two partia1ly 
overhanging rock faces, and leading to a col on the ridge to the south of 
the peak. At first we had thought this tongue to be the one we had 
seen from Mount Penrose leading up to the glacier to the south of 
Mount Dickson. Obviously this tongue was much longer and the 
distance from the col to the peak above us much less than that from the 
glacier to the summit of Mount Dickson. Also, I now realised we 
were too near Mount Penrose. We had made a bad miscalculation and 
Mount Dickson must lie behind and beyond this peak. There seemed 
no alternative but to climb to the col in the hope that it would offer 
an approach to Mount Dickson. The tongue of snow lay in a shallow 
gully sheltered from the sun, and it was invigorating to kick and cut 
bur way up it after the gruelling trudge through the soft snow of the 
valley. A tremendous drop on the far side shattered our hopes, but 
there below us, half hidden by a steep arete of the peak above, lay what 
I felt must be the Dickson glacier. To get a better view, we turned up 
the rocks to our right. No more than a scramble of a few hundred feet 
brought lis to the first and lovver of two summits. This proved so 
rotten on the far side that we had to retrace our steps to traverse across 
a fairly firm face I oo ft. lower down. From the final summit, we 
found ourselves looking directly across to Mount Dickson, ri miles to 
the north-west ; between it and us was a drop of 3000 ft. ·This 
closer view confirmed my opinion, formed a week earlier, that the 
South or South-west ridge would offer a good approach to the summit 
via the glacier. To reach the glacier meant a return to the shallow 
valley and a traverse round the lower slopes of the peak we were on. 
No obvious direct line of descent from where we were presented itself, 
and we reluctantly decided it was too late to continue the attempt that 
day. For consolation we · had, it seemed, made a first ascent, albeit 
a minor one. Our peak was unnamed and only vaguely marked on the 
map. Judged by the summit of Mount Penrose, which we could now 
see behind us, its height would be ·about 8300 ft. We built a cairn, 
deposited our names, and dubbed it lVIistaken Mountain. We decided 
that a week-end expedition would be necessary for the ascent of Mount 

.... 
Dickson, and on our descent noted an admirable camping site just 
below the falls above timberline. It was near this point that we first 
heard an eerily human whistle, and we were much puzzled when our 
answering whistle received no reply. A week later, we were to hear it 
again at the same spot, but we then traced it to an animal, which I later 
identified as a marmot, alias ground hog or whistler. 

The following week-end, my two former companions could not get 
away, and it was with some misgivings that I agreed to take three others, 
all novices, on a further attempt on Mount Dickson. These three, Barrie 

• 
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Hardie, Tony Pollard and Ray Christopherson, had all had bush surveying 
experience, a valuable qualification in this primitive country, and some 
rock climbing practice with me. We took a car to Gun Lake on the Satur
day afternoon. Christopherson brought a .22 rifle, but the comments 
of the driver when he saw it are unprintable. To go int_9 the bush with 
anything less than a 30.30 was, according to him, suicidal. His stories 
were somewhat demoralising, and to appease Christopherson I borrowed 
a 3o.6o from l{ier, whose cabin we passed. In fairness to Christopherson 
it should be recorded that he carried this rifle during the greater part of 
the week-end, the extra 14 lb. being no small addition to the camping 
equipment and other gear we were packing. Our heavy packs increased 
our difficulties in the bush, and the evening was well advanced when 
we reached the site we had seen the previous week at about 6soo ft. 
It was all a camping site should be, witn one exception the mosquitoes. 
These I blamed for a poor night, but my thoughts strayed frequently to 
stories of bear, and the rifle close to my hand . was most comforting. 
The next morning, not a quarter of a mile from the camp, we crossed 
the fresh tracks in the snow of what must have been a very large grizzly. 

Pollard had elected to sleep in the open and, with a piece of gauze 
stretched across the small facial aperture of his Mummie Bag, was 
completely encased. He slept so soundly that he was reluctant to 
wake, even when breakfast was declared ready. Perhaps that was how 
he conserved the tremendous energy of which he showed himself capable 
throughout a hot and gruelling day. We cached some of our equip
ment and this time, making no mistake in the route, kept to the valley, 
continuing to a low but wide col to the east of Mistaken Mountain ; 
my companions enjoying the new experience of cutting through a small 
snow cornice at its edge. Here the snow had a decided pinkish tinge, 
caused no doubt by dust from the reddish rocks of the cliffs above us. 
On the far side of the col, we glissaded and slid down steep snow for 
over I ooo ft., finally contouring to our left and westwards below the 
lower buttresses of Mistaken Mountain. Three-quarters of a mile of 
scree and snow slopes brought us to the foot of the steep rock wall 
below the glacier. The snow tongue was firmer and easier than I had 
expected, and a short rock climb at its top led us to a large rock plat
form just short of the glacier ice. Over this platform flowed the creek 
that lower dov1n became Roxy Creek, famous for its associations with 
the Uranium strike a year before. 

We sunbathed and fed ; then avoiding the steep loose-looking ridge 
to our right which led directly to the summit, V\'e skirted the glacier for 
nearly a mile and took to a steepish slope which landed us on the South
west ridge. Short stretches of easy rock climbing were interspersed 
with boulder scree of smooth rocks, often delicately poised and slipping 
away at the slightest touch. 

Three hours after leaving the glacier snout, we were at the summit. 
The views were superb, and th"e visibility amazing. I thought I could 
recognise Mount Garibaldi, 70 miles to the south, and we could prob
ably see Mount Waddington , I oo miles to the north-west, but I could 
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not identify it among the innumerable peaks. On the summit was an 
exceedingly well-built cairn, probably placed there by a survey party, 
but of records there were none. We put ours in a tin, and wedged it in 
the cairn. Our exhaltation could hardly have been greater had we made 
a first ascent. For my companions, it was a memorable first climb, and 
I had great difficulty in persuading them to leave ; they had thoughts 
only for the panorama around us. 

On the return, Pollard showed amazing energy on the ascent -of the 
long snow slope, and I finally let him go ahead to prepare coffee and 
food at the camp site. When, over the low col, I suddenly thought I 
saw, well ahead of us, a dark form travelling at tremendous speed down 
the snow slope to the moraines where it yanished against the dark rock, 
my first thought was of a grizzly disturbed by Pollard, who was now 
nearly a mile ahead of us, and well out of danger, as he was fairly close 
under the huge cliffs. He appeared at that time to be in a slight hollow 
in the snow, and out of sight of the form, whatever it may have been. 
My shout of warning was enough for Christopherson, who, lethargy 
forgotten, shot away like a Jack Rabbit, rifle in hand, completely ignor
ing my shout to stop. I had visions of contending with a wounded 
grizzly, and they weren't exactly pleasant. However, Christopherson's 
flounderings in the snow soon slowed him down, and his attempts to 
find anything when he reached the moraines ,;vere abortive. 

It was a very tired but satisfied party that evening which struck 
down through the bush to finish the last half-hour in complete darkness, 
aided only by a flashlight. The night was cool, but we congratulated 
ourselves when we learned we had missed a day temperature in the 
valley of nearly roo0 in the shade. Only a magnanimous offer from 
Keir, who got out of bed to run us back to the Dam in his jeep, pre
vented the party from sleeping by the lakeside and almost certainly 
being late in the morning. . 

At last I felt ready to turn my attention to Mount Sloan. A break in 
the weather delayed us for a week, but on Saturday, July 23, with Pollard 
and Hardie, I set out early in the afternoon for the Green lYiountain cabin. 
Tanner and Waldon were to follow an hour later. Green Mountain 
was the logical approach, giving height and the only access through the 
bush, and Tanner and I had already paid a fleeting visit to it. One 
evening in June we had made a dash to the summit, following the 
exellent trail and covering the I 9 miles return journey, including a rise 
of about sooo ft., in s! hours. Our cursory examination across the 
intervening valley had done little to diminish the formidable impression 
of the peak from Gold Bridge. The angle of the East face, then still 
masked by snow, seemed to preclude any attack there, but the North
east ridge, seen in profile for the first time, was more broken than I had 
imagined, and much would depend upon the quality of the rock. The 
South ridge appeared to have an easier angle from what little we could 
see of it, but I did not consider it at the time in view of the longer 
approach, and the time available in a week-end. TheW est face seemed 
even more inaccessible for the same reason. We had had no time to 
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look for the cabin at the first visit, but now we found it just below timber
line and about Iooo ft. from the summit on the north-west side, a 
well-built structure and in good repair. We prepared a meal for the 
other two, but as there was no sign of them by 10 P.M. we assumed 
they were unable to come, and turned into our sleeping bags. At 
I .30 A.M. they burst in on us, hungry and tired. They were somewhat 
reticent about their reason for a late start. The gas lamp they carried 
had given trouble an hour up the trail, and had been ]eft dangling from 
a branch ; possibly it had received rough treatment for they had, as 
they described it, ' had an encounter with a large brown bear.' That 
they had completed the ascent and found the cabin by the light of a 
flashlight was much to their credit. 

As it was 9 A.M. the next morning before we started up the slope 
from the cabin, I had given up any hope of an ascent, and aimed at 
reconnaissance only. The weather was dull and the upper part of 
Mount Sloan was in the cloud. I decided to explore the cirque immedi
ately to the south of the peak rather than attempt to reach the North
east ridge and, to avoid a direct and steep drop into the bush-covered 
valley between ourselves and Mount Sloan, we traversed below the 
summit of Green Mountain on its west side, taking an easier and more 
southerly route into the valley. Our immediate objective was a glacial 
lake of an intense green, lying in a hollow to the south-east of the lower 
slopes of Mount Sloan. Two other lakes of a similar colour lay in the 
valley at different levels, adding materially to the contrasts in a scene 
of wild grandeur. During our descent to the lake, we crossed a snow 
slope strewn with freshly broken and uprooted dwarf trees, torn from 
some scrub above it, and undoubtedly the work of grizzly searching for 
grubs. In the same vicinity we heard again the eerie whistle and saw 
four marmots scurrying for shelter. We fed by the lake, which lay 
below what had once been a considerable glacier whose shrunken 
remains guarded the lower buttresses of the South ridge, and of the 
continuing intermediate ridge of small peaks which divided two great 
cirques. Parts of the South ridge were visible below the cloud, and 
it was towards this ridge that we made, picking our way up loose 
moraines of lava ash and granite boulders. The lava ash was a reminder 
that we were in what was thought locally to have been the crater of a 
volcano. Certainly from Goldbridge this first great cirque gives that 
impression, but closer inspection suggests glacial action as the prime 
cause of its present shape. For miles around this area the surface soil 
contains a high percentage of ash. 

The granite boulders raised my hopes of good climbing rock above, 
but the East face of the peak, now almost free of snow, and directly 
above us, was most forbidding. The descent into the valley had 
been much easier and quicker than I had anticipated ; the low scrub 
in the valley bottom had not slowed us up for long and it seemed that 
\Ve had a fair chance of reaching the South ridge, and perhaps get on 
to it that day. The higher we climbed the more favourable was the 
• • 1mpress1on. 
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But this plan was forestalled. A few hundred feet up the moraines 
a long and steep gully came into view, cutting right up and across the 
East face. Excellent granite at its foot was not to be resisted. It went 
easily for soo ft., and all real difficulties could be by-passed. Though 
I sensed a feeling of doubt in my companions at the start as to the 
\Visdom of launching ourselves on to this face, they were quickly 
exhilarated by our progress, and soon we were cutting and kicking 
steps in firm snow which filled the bed higher up. Two-and-a-half 
hours after le~ving the moraines, we came to a fork in the gully. 
Straight ahead it ended at a col, 300ft. up, but to the left it disappeared 
in the mist somewhat higher. Could it be that we had stumbled on a 
feasible route to the summit via this face ? I estimated we had ascended 
some 2000 ft. into the gully, but even then I hadn't seriously accepted 
the idea that we might make it that day. It was obvious we could not 
launch ourselves on to anything that would provide a difficult descent, 
as the day was already far advanced. 

However, we took the left fork, but very steep snow soon drove us on 
ro the broken rock buttress between the gullies. Three hundred feet of 
easy climbing landed us on a ridge. A quick glance down the far side 
to the glacier 2000 ft. below left no doubt ; we were on the North-east 
ridge. Below us swept the great stone-s,vept West face, but how far 
up the ridge we were we could only guess. The mist had lifted quite 
a little around us, but clouds still ranged below and only close in to the 
mountain could we get a view into the valley. Below us to the right we 
could see the ridge for a few hundred feet until a jutting prominence 
obscured our view. Above us must be the peak but how far ? With 
an eye to the time, we turned upwards, scrambling for a while on an 
easy rise. Above the col, formed by the left gully fork, we found an 
almost vertical rock wall. We cut our way across the even steeper 
snow below this col, and took to a line of weakness in the rocks leading 
diagonally up to the left, avoiding the steep wall. A series of sloping, 
rather difficult steps, but on excellent rock, gave continuous climbing 
for 2 50 ft. A small platform gave us an airy situation over almost 
vertical drops of a thousand feet or more ; above and to our right was 
another steep wall. A thin fault in the rocks gave the only exit, and 
another diagonal traverse of some 6 or 7 pitches, this time to the right, 
led back to the ridge. 

Anticipation ran high, but in half an hour I felt we should turn back, 
or run the risk of being benighted. Above us was another practically 
vertical wall disappearing into the mist. A much easier angle on the 
WeDt face seemed the only possibility. Unroping, I made a quick 
reconnaissance along it under the steep wall which continued on this 
side for 200 ft. Beyond the wall I reached a shallow steep gully, 
which led directly up to the left to what appeared to be a dip between 
two higher points. Could this be the top ? It took me but a moment 
to decide. Shouting to the others to come on, I made up the gully, 
which proved terribly loose, but safe enough, if taken with care. I 
was soon over the chockstone, and a quick scramble in each direction 
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left no doubt. The left and northern bulge was the higher by a very 
few feet. 

My companions had collected at the edge of the gully, and I called to 
them to unrope and climb one at a time. Loose rocks bounded away 
at almost every step, but a rope would have been a menace. Fifteen 
minutes later we were all on top. There was no evidence of any 
previous ascent, and a few minutes sufficed to build a cairn, for which 
there was a convenient and perfectly level platform six or seven feet 
below the summit block. 

Later estimates placed the height of the peak at about 9700 ft., but 
I feel that it is probably slightly less than that, from observations I 
made from other high points in the district. My pleasure was a little 
marred, for it was 6 P.M. when we first reached the platform, and my 
companions did not seem in the least anxious to leave the summit. 
Perhaps they-felt a matter of minutes did not matter, for I estimated 
that we had a minimum of seven hours' continuous descent to reach 
Goldbridge, and much of that would have to be in the dark. I felt it 
necessary we should at least reach the cabin in daylight. The mist had 
conveniently lifted still further, and we had a clear view down the South 
ridge. It stretched away, broad and boulder strewn, at a fairly easy 
angle. One thousand feet down it narrowed to a broken serrated arete 
which might be difficult to negotiate. Then I remembered seeing a 
likely looking gully leading up into these pinnacles from the glacier 
when looking up from the lake in the morning, and decided it was 
worth the gamble. A slight flurry of snow at last made my companions 
realise our position. Cameras and remains of food were dropped 
hurriedly into packs and we started down the South ridge. 

A few hundred feet of scrambling and a deep but easy looking gully 
opened to our left. I did not hesitate and turned into it. It was 
similar to the one we had ascended, but free of snow. Loose rock 
abounded in the upper part, and great care was necessary, but we made 
remarkably good progress. We had plenty of. rope, as I thought, for 
abseiling down any minor difficulty, and my companions were already 
ardent abseilers ; for 1200 ft. however, it was suspiciously easy, and 
our long climb of the afternoon seemed almost a farce. Below us we 
could see the upper moraines towards which we had started earlier in 
the day, and the gully appeared to go straight down to these between 
increasingly high walls. · The lower section of the gully bed we could 
not see, but a few hundred feet above the moraines we found out why. 
It dropped over a lip or rounded edge. T.he walls of the gully had 
narrowed and steepened to the vertical and, like the lip, were smooth 
and holdless. At no point could we look down the slope below for 
more than a few feet. Only the screes below us _gave any idea of the 
drop and no rope we had could possibly reach them, even had there 
been any convenient belay. It had obviously been the bed of a hanging 
glacier, and all protuberances had been ground away and only the 
debris left by the winter snow and rockfalls lay scattered over the shelf. 
I remembered a horizontaJ ledge I had seen leading out across the right 
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wall, 200ft. up the gully. Two of us returned to explore this. It went 
easily, but we found ourselves over an immense overhang, but not far 
enough out to see the nature of the drop below the lip. The far wall 
ended in the same way, and we could expect no exit there. We were 
about to beat a hasty retreat, with possibly a two-hour climb to the 
ridge and a little more than that of daylight left, when Tanner gave a 
shout from the far right of the lip. A small chimney he had found 
between the lip and the right wall seemed to offer a way down. It 
proved easier than it looked and,· at 20 ft., we moved right under the 
overhang and an easy traverse of perhaps I 50 ft. led to the moraine. 

The mountain had succumbed in a most unexpected way. As an 
approach to the summit, this gully would be passed below without a 
second thought, so forbidding ~as the smooth wall below the lip. A 
steep snow slope enabled us to race down the first Iooo ft., conveniently 
avoiding the moraif?.e, but lower we 'vallowed in the loose lava ash until 
past the lake, and then dragged ourselves up the long slope to Green 
Mountain. N ~ar the summit of the ridge , I stopped to catch with a 
colour film the last glowing embers of a wild and beautiful sky, but the 
cloud had settled down again on Mount Sloan. 

In darkness we crept down the rotten, loose slopes to the cabin, 
and it was with the greatest difficulty that we summoned enough 
energy to cook and eat a good meal before starting down the 9i~ miles of 
trail. Even Pollard did not chafe at the ten minutes rest I called when 
half-way to the Dam. The gas lamp was duly collected, but fell in 
pieces when we reached the road. For three or four minutes I knelt 
on the road reassembling it, and it took me a similar period to get on 
my feet again, so stiff. and tired was I after eighteen hours almost 
continuous movement. The light and shade of the flood-lit Dam, and 
the roar of the trucks on the ' graveyard shift ' seemed a phantasy to my 
dulled senses as I staggered up the steps of my cabin. 

Our next objective was a prominent peak at the far end of the ridge 
that extends for some distance to the south of Green Mountain. 
Whilst descending the gully on Mount Sloan, a temporary clearing in 
the clouds had given us our first real view of it. It was not visible from 
Goldbridge, and was partially obscured from Green Mountain by 
two prominent rises on the ridge. It had no name as far as we could 
ascertain and, though obviously lower than Mount Sloan, had the 
appearance of an interesting problem. Two weeks after our ascent of 
Mount Sloan we went again to the cabin to attempt this new peak. 
A ten minutes' break in the cloud was our only reward for an early start 
along the ridge. This occurred when we were about a mile from the 
peak, and this quick glimpse left us with the impression that the East 
face was feasible as far as a pinnacle, which formed a minor peak 
several hundred feet below the summit. How severe an obstacle the 
gap behind the pinnacle would prove to be we could not even guess 
from where we were. The East face rose from the level of the ridge we 

. were on, and we hurried forward hoping that the weather was improving, 
but before we even reached the lower slopes mist, rain and sleet 
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settled in. No further opportunity seemed likely that day, though 
we spent some two hours practising step-cutting on an ice wall under the 
lee of the ridge, before being driven back to the shelter of the cabin. 
Continued indifferent weather further delayed our attempt. Mean
while, we made minor expeditions, including a return to our camping 
site on the east of Mount Penrose. Pollard and I had designs on a steep 
ice slope on the north side of Mount Penrose, but the weather defeated 
that, and all we had for our trouble was ,a complete soaking in the 
bush. 

On Thursday, August 25, a few days before I left the Bridge River 
V alley for good, I went alone to the Green Mountain cabin, ostensibly 
to do some colour photography whilst waiting for those of my com
panions who could join me at the week-end. The weather was ideal, 
not only for photography, but for climbing, and on the Saturday, 
rightly or wrongly, my feet strayed towards' Our Peak 'as we had come 
to talk of it. In the sunshine the traverse of the Green Mountain 
ridge is a delightful experience, if one is fresh and unhurried. Rocks 
of varying colours studded with quartz, bright green grass, stunted 
conifers, alpine flowers and lichens give it an almost ethereal atmosphere. 
The ridge maintains a remarkably even contour for its entire length at 
around 7000 ft., the two prominent rises being easily by-passed. To the 
east is the heavily-wooded Hurley River Valley with the Noel Mountains 
beyond ; to the west the stark precipices of Mount Sloan and the sub
sidiary peaks of the South ridge encompassing two great cirques, 'vith 
their glacial remnants and bare moraines relieved only by the intense 
green of the lakes. I had ample time to enjoy the view and to study 
our objective as I ambled along the ridge. T4e extremely steep North 
face could be ruled out, but I memorised almost every detail of the East 
face and-could not resist its lower slopes when I reached them. I had 
no difficulty in following a route I had visualised, but 300ft. below the 
minor peak which, with the main peak, formed the gap, I crossed steep 
snow to steeper granite slabs, unpleasantly short of holds. A few 
balance moves took me to a large crack jamhed with small flakes and 
debris, which rose diagonally across the slabs to the left. It gave 
easy access to a ridge forming the left upper edge of the face, some 
zoo ft. below the pinnacle. I found myself on a perfectly flat platform, 
25ft. wide, from the far edge of which there was a disconcerting vertical 
drop of close on Iooo ft. An equally steep wall faced me, the gully so 
formed being the split seen from below. The bed of the gully was also 
extremely steep, and rose to a point about I so ft. below the level of the 
pinnacle. I could not see the angle of the wall that formed the split 
immediately below the pinnacle, so turned up the ridge towards it. 
A twe]ve foot vertical wall surrendered by a chimney near its right edge 
above the slabs I had ascended, and led to another similar platform. 
These platforms continued as steps almost to the pinnacle, but there 
was always a chimney or crack or rake of varying difficulty to take me 
over the retaining wall. The wall of the gap below the pinnacle was 
hidden by a bulge, but one look at the opposite wall was enough. If we 
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reached the col below we certainly would not get up the opposite side. 
The main peak was well and truly split. 

Whilst building a small cairn on this minor peak, a sparrow hawk 
made several disconcerting swoops to within three or four feet of my 
head. From what little I could see of the south side of the peak, it 
offered no more than the North face and would, in any case, mean a 
considerable drop towards the Hurley River to approach it. It left only 
the west, with an approach via the upper cirque and the glacier guarding 
it .on that side. My return to the cabin was late, but none of my 
companions had arrived as I had hoped. I was about to leave for 
some more photography at 8 A.M. the next morning when in came 
Pollard and Walton. It appeared they had left the previous evening, had 
tried a short cut from the Dam and had searched in the bush for three 
hours without finding the trail. They returned to camp and set out 
again by flashlight at 9 ·4 5 P .M., this time taking the road to the start of 
the trail. At midnight, too tired to make the final 3000 ft. rise to the 
cabin, they had turned into their sleeping bags and slept on the trail, 
continuing again at dawn. 

After a quick breakfast, we climbed to the ridge and continued to 
within a mile of the peak, then dropped 1000 ft. or more to the upper 
glacial lake, and followed lateral moraines to the foot of the glacier. 
Here we were at approximately the same elevation as the ridge we had 
left. The North face of the peak beneath which we passed gave not the 
slightest indication of yielding a route to us, and I placed my faith in a 
long snow tongue, reaching a] most to the summit on the West face, which 
I had seen during our glimpse of the peak from Mount Sloan. Instead 
of cutting up the steep ice slope close under the peak, as I had planned, 
we took to a buttress of rock which rose towards the centre of the glacier. 
This rock had become exposed as the glacier had receCled, and it 
divided the lower and steeper slope of ice. Though glaciated, it went 
without difficulty and saved cutting the hundreds of steps that would 
have been necessary had we taken the ice slope. The ice above lay at 
an easy angle, and our direction was parallel to that of some fairly large 
crevasses. This was fortunate, in view of our late start, for we had· 
little enough time for the task ahead. 

Once above the ice and on the neve, we could study theW est face in 
detail. The snow tongue which from Mount Sloan had appeared 
quite a feasible route, now assumed a different aspect. It swept up 
somewhat diagonally to the left at a terribly fierce angle, and had a very 
decided tilt to the left. The snow appeared to be only a thin coating on 
underlying ice, which showed in places on the lower edge. It finished 
beneath an overhanging rock wall, about zoo ft. from the summit, and 
certainly was not a problem for our party. The face on either side of 
it was a series of rock overhangs interspersed with steep slabs. There 
seemed to be only the South or South-west arete which we could now 
see in profile, and which was the southern edge of this face. I thought 
this an~te to be the upper edge of the far wall of the split I had seen 
from the minor peak the day before, and my hopes of an ascent began 
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to fade.' My doubts increased as we rose towards the col it formed with 
the upper edge of the glacier, for it had every appearance of a severe 
climb. However, I decided to try it, but before starting up the first 
pitch I made a quick reconnaissance down a shallo'v gully on the far 
side of the col. A steepish but fairly easy-looking slope, appearing 
from behind the arete and dropping into the gully, did not coincide with 
my impressions of the previous day. We scrambled across to it easily 
enough, and found it to be a very shallow gully or sort of chute, rising 
ever more steeply in the direction of the summit. I crossed the 100ft. 
of its mouth to the shallow rise beyond to find myself looking down irito 
the split. Just below me on the far side was my cairn. We lost no 
time in scrambling up this chute until it narrowed, and a . few easy 
chimneys brought us out on to the right edge, and we found ourselves 
looking down not only the side of the split, but also the sickening drop 
of the North face. 1 'he summit was to our left, but a short vertical 
wall hid what might be above in that direction. A broken groove with 
small embedded boulders just above us gave very little trouble, and a 
few strenuous moves took us over the wall ; we found ourselves, to our 
amazement, on the summit platform. It was a greater surprise than our 
success on Mount Sloan. Our ascent had involved a co.mplete spiral 
starting in the east and arriving on the summit platform from the east 
side. A glance down from the summit in all directions left no doubt 
as to our good fortune in finding the route we had used. 

A clinometer reading gave the height as almost exact! y that of 
Mount Penrose 8620 ft. 

Mount Sloan was not so impressive from here, but it was interesting 
to have a clear view of the South ridge above the intervening small peaks, 
and to ponder on the chances of a much easier route being found on it. 
In general, it had an infinitely easier angle than the North-east ridge, 
but it was far more broken, _with numerous pinnacles and towers. 
Pollard engineered a large piece of broken mirror in such a way that it 
dangled from a spare lace stretched between the cairn we built and a 
rock. \i\1 ith this he hoped that an occasional flash of the sun's rays 
would be seen in the valley in the days to follow. I thought it . an 
amusing idea until I realised it was the only mirror from the cabin and 
that I would need it to shave by the following morning. I had also 
to use some restraint on the epithets which l>ollard proposed for the 
record of our climb. 

Perfect weather encouraged us to linger rather later than we should 
have don~, and it was after 6 P.M. when we commenced the descent. 
As we stole back along the Green Mountain ridge by flashlight that 
night, resting occasionally under the stars, I wondered at my good 
fortune in finding such admirable companions. Their energy was 
amazing ; the two there with me were planning to return to the Dam 
that night, and I estimated that, except for meals, they would have 
been on the move for twenty-two hours by the time they reached the 
valley, and that after a sleep of only five hours. Their enthusiasm, 
following a sceptical interest, gave me greater satisfaction than the 
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conquests we had made. I had a feeling of gratitude that I had been 
the means of enlarging their interest in the hills an interest that would 
undoubtedly remain and expand. 

The next day· I descended leisurely, taking a last look at the acres of 
flowers above timberline which gives Green Mountain its name. lV1y 
colour pictures can do little justice to the masses of wild lupin which 
were at their best at that time. In the bush I had my first good view of 
a bear in this country. He stood and looked expectantly at me from 
30 yards, until I rattled my ice axe against a log, when he loped off at a 
good pace. · 

Two days later I took to the trail again, with a 6o lb. pack, this time 
to take the old pack trail from Pioneer to MacGillivray Falls on the 
P.G.E., a distance of some 30 miles. I slept one night in a disused 
cabin above Pioneer and the following day made the 23 miles over the 
6ooo ft. MacGillivray Pass. The pass itself was a lovely gentle valley 
some five or six miles long, not the crag-bound defile I had been led to 
believe. There were abundant flowers, prominent among them being 
.the Indian Paint ~rush ; also bright green vari-coloured bushes and 

· clumps of conifer. Marmots were there by the hundred, the eerie 
whistles of the community sentinels. echoing through the valley. 
These guards often held their ground until I was within 30 ft. of them 
before diving fran~ically for their burrows. There were scores of 
grizzly, or so I was informed when I reached MacGillivray, but of these 
I saw nothing but some tracks. From the summit of the pass, I had 
a final view of Mount Sloan and its satellites, some 30 miles behind me. 

Four miles above MacGillivray I was entertained to a magnificent 
dinner at a small gold mining camp, where I sat at a window and looked 
out across Anderson Lake, some 1500 ft. below me, at an indescrib
ably beautiful sunset reflected on the snow and ice of a fine series of 
.peaks beyond. 

And there my summer's climbing might have ended, but on my way 
back to Vancouver I must needs try to join an Alpine Club party which 
flew to a lake at 4000 ft.' in the Tantalus Mountains for three days' 
climbing. Alone I was put across the turbulent Squamish River by an 
Indian, an experience in itself, to make a desperate and unsuccessful 
attempt to find the lake and the camp of the party. I had no map and 
only telegraphic instructions from the leader, and my crossing had to be 
made several miles below the point at which I had been advised to 
cross. For three days I struggled up and down through some of the 
worst possible bush on precipitous mountain sides, through swamps, 
creeks and jungle, negotiating great crags and steep water courses, 
a.nd sleeping where darkness found me. rrhese mountains were accur
ately named, but I here began to appreciate the bear, for I found that 
where he could go, so could I, and his tracks were my salvation but 
that is another story. 
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